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Abstract 

Ultrafine-grained materials display almost no strain hardening, an enhanced strain rate 

sensitivity and grain boundary offsets during plastic deformation. It is expected that 

dislocation climb is active in order to enable prompt recovery. The present analysis 

proposes a deformation mechanism that includes these effects and follows from the 

mechanism for high temperature grain boundary sliding. This mechanism predicts the 

relationship between strain rate, flow stress, grain size, temperature and basic material 

properties such as the Burgers vector modulus, the shear modulus and the grain boundary 

diffusion coefficient. The model may be used to estimate the final grain size achieved by 

severe plastic deformation and the strain rate sensitivity. An analysis shows that the 

predicted behavior agrees with the data from multiple experimental investigations and 

provides a good estimate of the Hall-Petch slope for different materials which includes 

breakdown and inverse Hall-Petch behavior under some conditions. The incorporation of 

a threshold stress provides an opportunity to predict the relationship between flow stress 

and grain size for a broad range of grain sizes, strain rates and temperatures. An excellent 

agreement is observed between the predictions of the model and experimental data for 

Al, Cu, Fe (α), Fe(γ), Mg, Ni, Ti and Zn. 
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1. Introduction to materials exhibiting grain refinement  

The deformation behavior of coarse-grained metallic materials is well understood 

[1]. The strain hardening due to an accumulation of dislocations plays a major role in the 

low temperature deformation of metals. For example, it is now well established that f.c.c. 

metals display multiple stages of hardening which are associated with the accumulation 

and recovery of dislocations. Initially, stage I is characterized by the easy glide of 

dislocations at relatively low stresses in single crystals [1]. This is followed by a rapid 

linear hardening in stage II where both screw and edge dislocations are accumulated. 

Stage III is characterized by recovery of screw dislocations through cross-slip and then 

an accumulation of edge dislocations takes place in stage IV and there is recovery of edge 

dislocations through climb in stage V [2]. Nevertheless, the deformation mechanisms of 

severely deformed ultrafine-grained and nanocrystalline metals, in which there is no 

anticipated dislocation accumulation, remains a scientific area where there are numerous 

uncertainties.  

This topic has attracted significant attention in recent decades due to the 

development of various processing techniques which provide the capability of producing 

samples with exceptionally fine grains. Thus, in principle the grain sizes of metallic 

samples are reduced through the use of thermo-mechanical processing but these 

conventional procedures are not capable of producing grain sizes smaller than a few 

micrometers. Alternative procedures are based on two different and distinct methods for 

producing metals with very small grain sizes [3]. The first procedure is the so-called 

“bottom-up” approach in which materials are fabricated through the compaction of 

individual atoms as in inert gas condensation, electrodeposition, chemical and physical 

deposition or cryomilling with hot isostatic pressing. These methods effectively produce 

very small grain sizes but the samples are generally extremely small, typically of use only 
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in miniature electronic applications and they contain some residual porosity. The second 

procedure is the so-called “top-down” approach where a solid fully-dense bulk material 

is processed to produce grain refinement through heavy straining and/or shock loading. 

These methods are capable of producing grain refinement in a very wide range of 

materials including the production of ultrafine grains with grain sizes within the limits of 

100-1000 nm and, under some conditions, producing true nanostructured materials with 

grain sizes of <100 nm [4].  A recent review examined some of the mechanisms that are 

proposed to explain the deformation behavior of materials with very small grain sizes [5].  

However, most of these mechanisms were developed to explain the behavior for grain 

sizes of less than 100 nm that are produced using “bottom-up” techniques.  This means 

the small grains were not introduced in bulk samples and there will be varying degrees of 

sample purity and sample porosity with a consequent scatter between different sets of 

experimental data.  

By contrast, the “top-down” approach relies specifically on the imposition of severe 

plastic deformation (SPD) techniques in which the sample is deformed without incurring 

any significant changes in the overall dimensions of the work-pieces [6].  By refining the 

grain structure of bulk specimens, there is a direct control over the sample purity and 

materials are produced in a fully-dense state without any inherent porosity thereby leading 

to less scatter in the experimental data.  The grain sizes of samples produced using SPD 

are often in the ultrafine range of 100 - 1000 nm and it is reasonable to anticipate that the 

deformation behavior of these materials may differ from that observed in their 

nanocrystalline counterparts. For example, most of the experimental data shows that 

materials processed by SPD exhibit strengthening at room temperature as the grain size 

decreases.  Although this is consistent with the well-established Hall-Petch (H-P) effect 

[7, 8], there are reports of an inverse Hall-Petch effect in some nanocrystalline materials 
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[9, 10]. Furthermore, most research on the deformation behavior of ultrafine-grained 

materials has been empirical but some effects are now widely accepted. It is known, for 

example, that these materials usually display high strength, no significant strain 

hardening, there is a stable or saturation grain size produced after sufficient SPD 

processing and the processed grain size decreases with increasing alloying content [11] 

and decreasing processing temperature [12]. Also, the deformation mechanism of these 

materials is temperature-dependent and therefore thermally-activated. The latter effect is 

reflected in an enhanced strain rate sensitivity which may be used in order to stabilize the 

plastic deformation and thereby increase the elongation in tension. Therefore, there 

appears to be a clear opportunity for developing materials having both high strength and 

reasonable ductility.  

Although these effects have been reported widely, no clear explanation is available 

at present.  For example, the room temperature enhanced strain rate sensitivity observed 

in ultrafine-grained materials has been attributed to an enhanced contribution of grain 

boundary sliding to the deformation but it is not clear whether the experimental data are 

consistent with the models for high temperature grain boundary sliding. Also, there is no 

clear discussion on whether the ultrafine-grained materials follow the same Hall-Petch 

trend observed in their coarse-grained counterparts. A reduced H-P slope has been 

reported [13] but also an increased slope [14] and even an inverse H-P behavior in pure 

Mg [15]. Furthermore, it is known that the minimum grain size attained after SPD 

processing is related to various physical parameters including the stable subgrain size [16, 

17] but this stable subgrain size depends on the applied stress which is often not 

adequately incorporated in any model. It is worth noting that an empirical analysis of the 

minimum stable grain size in pure metals processed by SPD revealed many trends, 

including a reduction in grain size both with increasing activation energy for self-
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diffusion and with hardness and almost no dependence on stacking fault energy [18]. In 

practice, an understanding of the deformation mechanism of ultrafine-grained materials 

will provide important information on the enhanced strain rate sensitivity of these 

materials, the relationship between grain size and strength and also the relationship 

between the straining introduced in SPD processing and the minimum grain size.  

Accordingly, the overall objective of this report is to examine these relationships for a 

wide range of experimental data reported in the literature.   

2.  Fundamental principles in examining the flow processes in ultrafine-grained 

materials 

The deformation mechanism proposed in this report follows directly from the model 

developed earlier for high temperature grain boundary sliding [19] and it is supported by 

two widely accepted effects. First, ultrafine-grained materials generally display little or 

no strain hardening which suggests that the rate of defect generation during deformation 

is approximately equal to the rate of recovery. In practice, the balance between defect 

generation and recovery at the end of stage V of the conventional model for strain 

hardening has been associated with the annihilation of edge dislocations through climb 

[2]. Therefore, dislocation climb must be activated in order to prevent defect 

accumulation in ultrafine-grained metals. High stresses can promote the non-conservative 

climb of jogged dislocations leading to the creation of point defects where this is in 

agreement with the observations of high densities of vacancies in ultrafine-grained metals 

processed by SPD [20]. Second, it is now readily accepted that grain boundary sliding 

plays a role in the deformation of ultrafine-grained metals as supported by experimental 

evidence for the occurrence of grain boundary offsets after the room temperature plastic 

deformation of several materials including aluminum [21], copper [22] and magnesium 

[15, 23].  Although the present model is derived to describe the deformation behavior of 
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ultrafine-grained metals, it will be demonstrated that it agrees also with experimental data 

reported in materials with grain sizes as small as ~20 nm and, in addition, it provides an 

estimate of the yield stress of coarse-grained metals when no substructure is present [24].  

In order to develop this approach, it is first necessary to define the principles of 

processing using SPD techniques.  Basically, there are numerous procedures for 

processing by SPD but these approaches necessarily exclude conventional procedures 

such as extrusion or rolling where the overall dimensions of the work-piece are reduced 

by processing.  Instead, it is necessary to consider special procedures that have been 

developed specifically for imposing high strains without any significant sample 

deformation and the two main and most important methods are equal-channel angular 

pressing (ECAP) and high-pressure torsion (HPT) [25].  In ECAP, the sample is in the 

form of a rod or bar and it is pressed through a die constrained within a channel which is 

bent through an abrupt angle near the center of the die [26].  Typically, ECAP processing 

will produce a fully-dense ultrafine-grained material but in some materials the grains may 

be slightly larger or smaller than those required for the ultrafine range. In HPT, the sample 

is generally in the form of a fairly thin disk and it is held within an HPT facility between 

two massive anvils and then subjected to a high applied pressure and concurrent torsional 

straining [27].  Using this procedure, the grains are often within the range for ultrafine-

grained metals but in many samples it is possible to produce materials having grain sizes 

within the true nanometer range.   

  3.       Outline of the principles of the model  

The proposed mechanism follows from the model developed earlier for grain 

boundary sliding at high temperatures [19].  Thus, extrinsic dislocations glide along grain 

boundaries and this produces dislocation pile-ups at obstacles such as triple junctions.  

The stress at the head of the pile-up builds and then activates a dislocation source on a 
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different slip system in the blocking grain.  These dislocations glide through the opposing 

grain, pile up at the opposite grain boundary and then climb and are absorbed into the 

boundary.  The basic features of the model are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.   

In practice, the stress at the head of the pile-up, σp, increases proportionally to its 

length, L, since  

𝜎𝑝 ≅
2𝐿𝜏2

𝐺𝑏
         (1) 

where τ is the shear stress acting on the slip plane in the direction of the Burgers vector, 

b, and G is the shear modulus. The climb velocity, vc, is controlled by the rate of diffusion 

of vacancies and is given by [28]: 

𝑣𝑐 =
𝐷

ℎ
[𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝜎𝑝𝑏3

𝑘𝑇
) − 1]      (2) 

where h is the climb distance, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature 

and, since the dislocations climb along the grain boundary in Fig. 1, it is reasonable to 

take D as the grain boundary diffusion coefficient.  This latter assumption is supported 

by, for example, experimental measurements of the activation energy for deformation of 

HPT-processed aluminum [29].  The time required for the dislocation to climb through a 

distance h is h/vc and the sliding rate, �̇�, is b/t, where t is the time.  Therefore, the overall 

sliding rate, 𝜀̇, is inversely proportional to the grain size, d, and is given by �̇� √3⁄ 𝑑.  

The earlier analysis [19] was focused on high temperature grain boundary sliding 

and therefore made use of a reasonable approximation of the form: 

 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝜎𝑝𝑏3

𝑘𝑇
) − 1 =

𝜎𝑝𝑏3

𝑘𝑇
        (3) 

for conditions where 𝜎𝑝𝑏3 ≪ 𝑘𝑇. This approximation was valid because the stresses are 

low in high temperature creep and the rapid diffusion at high temperatures leads to a 

negligible supersaturation of vacancies. However, in low temperature deformation the 
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stresses are significantly higher and there will be a supersaturation of vacancies so that 

the approximation in eq. (3) is no longer valid. Thus, considering 𝜏 = 𝜎 √3⁄ , the rate of 

deformation is given by: 

𝜀̇ =
𝑏𝐷𝑔𝑏

√3𝑑ℎ2 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
2𝐿𝜎2𝑏2

√3𝐺𝑘𝑇
) − 1]     (4) 

It should be noted that eq. (4) is valid when dislocations glide through a grain and 

reach the opposite grain boundary.  Therefore, it is valid when no substructure, dislocation 

cell walls or subgrain boundaries are present and a steady-state is expected under 

conditions where the grain size is sufficiently small to prevent the formation of subgrains.  

In practice, the average subgrain size, λ, varies inversely with the applied stress 

and the following relationship is applicable for all crystalline materials including metals 

[30], ceramics [31] and geological materials [32, 33]:  

𝜆

𝑏
= 𝜁 (

𝐺

𝜎
)         (5) 

where ζ is a constant having a value approximately equal to 20. It is known that the grain 

size achieved in SPD processing is comparable to the subgrain size and subgrains are not 

present within the grains produced by SPD.  Therefore, the assumption of dislocations 

gliding through the grain without intersecting a subgrain boundary is reasonable for 

materials processed by SPD.  

Careful inspection of the deformation rate given by eq. (4) shows that there are 

basically three parameters related to the structural length: these are the grain size, d, the 

climb distance, h, and the pile-up length, L. In practice, these various parameters are 

mutually proportional since the grain size affects the pile-up length and the climb 

distance.  In the earlier analysis [19] it was assumed that L ≈ l, h ≈ 0.3l and d ≈ 1.7l where 

l is the mean linear intercept grain size.  Making the same assumption for the present 

model, and considering the grain boundary width, δ, as 2b, eq. (4) becomes  
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𝜀̇ ≈
10𝛿𝐷𝑔𝑏

𝑑3 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
2𝑑𝜎2𝑏2

3𝐺𝑘𝑇
) − 1]     (6) 

It follows from eq. (6) that the grain size, and therefore the occurrence of grain 

refinement, affects the deformation rate in opposing ways.  It is anticipated that 

decreasing the grain size increases the total contribution of the rate of grain boundary 

shear to the overall deformation.  However, decreasing the grain size will also reduce the 

average climb distance.  Both of these effects will increase the deformation rate through 

eq. (6) but in practice decreasing the grain size reduces the pile-up length and this in turn 

reduces the stress concentration at the head of the pile-up and thereby reduces the 

deformation rate.  

4.   A comparison with experimental data to validate the model 

4.1.  Stress vs. grain size 

In order to evaluate the effect of grain size in the deformation mechanism, it is 

important to plot the relationship between the flow stress and the grain size. Thus, eq. (6) 

can be transformed to: 

𝜎 ≈ √
3𝐺𝑘𝑇

2𝑑𝑏2 𝑙𝑛 (
̇ 𝑑3

10𝛿𝐷𝑔𝑏
+ 1)      (7) 

The model predicts that the strain rate and the flow stress will be a function of the 

temperature, grain size, shear modulus, Burgers vector modulus and grain boundary 

diffusion coefficient.  The last three parameters are fundamental characteristics for any 

selected material and the individual values for a range of metals are summarized in Table 

1 [34] where D0 is the frequency factor in the diffusion coefficient and Qgb is the activation 

energy for grain boundary diffusion.  For convenience, the shear modulus of each metal 

was expressed in the conventional form as [31] 

G = G0   (G)T                                                                                        (8) 
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where G0 is the value of the shear modulus obtained by a direct extrapolation from high 

temperatures to absolute zero and G is the variation in shear modulus per degree Kelvin. 

Figure 2 shows a plot of stress vs. grain size for room temperature (300 K) 

deformation of aluminum, copper, iron and nickel tested at a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 where 

each solid line is the prediction of the model for the various four metals.  The strain rate 

of 10-3 s-1 was selected because it is representative for quasi-static mechanical testing but 

in practice it is noted that at room temperature the strain rate is of only minor significance 

in the relationship between stress and grain size for the deformation of materials having 

high melting points.  Superimposed in Fig. 2 are experimental data taken from reports for 

Al [35-41], Cu  [18, 22, 42-51], Fe [52-58] and Ni [14, 59-62] where a relationship 

between flow stress, σ, and hardness, H, of σ = H/3 [63] was used where appropriate.  

The agreement between the model and the experimental data in Fig. 2 is 

exceptionally good despite the inherent uncertainties associated with experimental 

measurements of grain size and flow stress.  Both the model and the experimental data 

predict an increase in flow stress with decreasing grain size but the model also predicts a 

change in slope and a breakdown or inverse behavior in aluminum at grain sizes of the 

order of tens of nanometers.  This breakdown is not predicted for the other materials with 

higher melting temperatures, at least for grain sizes larger than 10 nm. In fact, experiments 

show there is consistent strengthening by grain refinement in iron with different purities 

even with grain sizes as small as ~20 nm [57].  It is important to note also that the model 

predicts an almost linear relationship on a double-logarithmic scale between σ and d with 

a slope of ~0.5 for all four metals except only for aluminum when the grain size is truly 

nanocrystalline.  This behavior is similar to the Hall-Petch relationship in coarse-grained 

materials and it shows that, at least for these materials at this temperature and strain rate, 

the length of the dislocation pile-up plays a major role in controlling the flow stress.  
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4.2        Maximum grain size for steady-state deformation and the grain sizes achieved in 

SPD processing. 

Although Fig. 2 shows good agreement between the model and experimental data 

for grain sizes >1 μm, a steady-state deformation in which the rate of defect generation is 

balanced by defect recovery requires that the formation of a subgrain structure is 

prevented.  Therefore, any prediction of the present model for materials where the grain 

size is larger than the subgrain size is valid only for the yield stress when no substructure 

is present.  However, no significant strain hardening is expected during the deformation 

of materials with grain sizes smaller than the subgrain size and therefore the present 

model predicts the steady-state behavior. 

It is known that plastic deformation during SPD processing leads to an 

accumulation of dislocations in cells which evolve into subgrains having low-angle 

boundaries and then finally into grains having high-angle boundaries.  As the subgrain 

size decreases with increasing applied stress, the subgrain size will decrease during 

processing in materials which undergo strain hardening but a stable subgrain size may be 

achieved when the strain hardening capability is exhausted.  Thus, it is expected that 

processing by SPD will refine the grain structure until reaching the stable subgrain size 

and this condition corresponds to the present model becoming the rate-controlling 

deformation mechanism.  It follows that it is possible for any material to estimate the 

stable grain size, or the saturation grain size, by equating the flow stress predicted by the 

present model with the relevant prediction for the subgrain size.  Any grain size larger 

than this value would induce the formation of a subgrain structure which is associated 

with more dislocation accumulation and hardening.  It is concluded from this analysis that 

only grains having sizes equal to or smaller than this prediction would fail to develop any 

subgrains.  
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In order to illustrate this conclusion, Fig. 3 shows the predicted flow stress at room 

temperature plotted as solid lines as a function of grain size for Al, Cu, Fe and Mg.  

Specifically, a strain-rate of 10-1 s-1 was used for this prediction since this is within the 

range of the expected strain rate at the edge of an HPT disk of 10 mm diameter and 0.8 

mm thickness processed at a rotation rate of 0.2 rpm.   The predicted relationship between 

the flow stresses and the subgrain sizes are also plotted using dashed lines for each 

material.  Finally, the predicted maximum stable grain sizes, denoted as dstable, are 

highlighted by the arrows which mark the intercepts between the solid and dashed lines 

for the four different materials.  According to this approach, the maximum stable grain 

sizes are ~0.7 µm in Mg, ~0.7 µm in Al, ~0.4 µm in Cu and ~0.3 µm in Fe, respectively. 

The values estimated using this approach for the maximum stable grain sizes agree 

well with experimental reports of grain sizes of ~0.5  1.0 µm in Mg [23, 64], ~0.6   1.2 

µm in Al [37, 65], ~0.4 µm in Cu [66] and ~0.25 µm in Fe [53].  It is worth noting that 

the grain sizes in the plot in Fig. 3 correspond to the spatial grain size and this is equal to 

1.74  the mean linear intercept grain size [67] so that it is generally larger than the grain 

sizes measured experimentally.  It is important also to note that this prediction of stable 

grain size corresponds to an upper bound limit of the grain size produced in HPT 

processing.  In practice, many additional effects may induce further grain refinement such 

as the shear distortions of grains and the inherent flow patterns in the HPT samples [68-

74], the presence of any minor misalignment between the massive upper and lower anvils 

[75-77] and/or the inherent roughness associated with the anvil surfaces [78]. 

It follows from this analysis that the stable grain size will be dependent upon the 

level of the flow stress during severe plastic deformation.  Thus, increasing the flow stress 

of the material through alloying is expected to decrease the stable grain size as 

demonstrated in experimental observations [11].  Also, the coefficient of grain boundary 
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diffusion plays a role in the predicted flow stress and it was noted that the hydrostatic 

pressure during HPT processing can increase the activation energy for self-diffusion in 

iron by up to ~30% [54].  Hence, assuming a similar effect for the grain boundary 

diffusion coefficient, it is expected that increasing the hydrostatic pressure will increase 

the flow stress during processing and thereby reduce the stable grain size.  By contrast, 

the non-conservative climb of jogs may increase the vacancy concentration and this will 

accelerate the diffusion processes.  An excess volume has been reported in metallic 

materials processed by HPT [79] and a reduced activation energy for deformation after 

HPT processing was reported in Al-Zn [29] and pure Mg [23].  Therefore, it is reasonable 

to anticipate there is some level of uncertainty concerning the appropriate diffusion 

coefficient and hence the associated flow stress during HPT processing.   

It is important to note also that the prediction of the stable grain size during 

processing by HPT is also affected by the processing temperature.  This is illustrated in 

Fig. 4 which shows, as a function of grain size, the predictions for the flow stress for 

copper at a strain rate of 10-1 s-1 at four separate temperatures from 100 to 473 K.  As 

expected, an increase in temperature leads to a decrease in the predicted flow stress and, 

as shown by the dashed lines for the subgrain sizes and the predicted values for dstable, it 

also leads to an increase in the stable grain size.  This is in agreement with experimental 

observations of an increase in the final grain size of copper processed by HPT with 

increasing processing temperature, where there were reported grain sizes of ~0.4, ~0.6 

and ~0.8 µm after  HPT processing at 298, 393 and 473 K, respectively [66]. A decrease 

in grain size was also reported in copper processed at 100 K where the experimental grain 

size was ~73 nm [36] which is about four times smaller than the maximum stable grain 

size predicted by the present analysis.  
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4.3        The inverse Hall-Petch effect 

The approach developed so far shows that the model predicts a trend of increasing 

stress with decreasing grain size within the ultrafine-grained range.  Nevertheless, in 

practice there are clear reports of the opposite behavior in some materials processed by 

HPT.  For example, an inverse Hall-Petch behavior was reported in pure magnesium [15, 

23, 80] for grain sizes smaller than a few microns where this effect was observed at strain 

rates lower than ~10-2 s-1 and it was associated with a reduced activation energy of ~75 

kJ/mol [15, 23].  As noted earlier, a reduced activation energy for grain boundary 

diffusion was observed in some materials processed by SPD [79] and this was associated 

with an excess free volume and the non-equilibrium nature of the high-energy grain 

boundaries which contained extrinsic dislocations [79, 81-83].  Figure 5 shows, as 

represented by the solid lines, a plot of the predicted stress versus grain size for pure 

magnesium at the two low strain rates of 10-5 and 10-3 s-1 considering an activation energy 

for grain boundary diffusion of Qgb = 75 kJ/mol.  Experimental datum points determined 

from tensile and compression tests [15, 23, 80, 84] are also included in Fig. 5 where the 

slower and faster strain rates are shown by the solid and open points, respectively.  It is 

apparent that the model correctly predicts an inverse Hall-Petch behavior under these 

testing conditions and this is consistent with the experimental data.  

Inspection of Fig. 5 shows that some of the experimental points lie at grain sizes 

which are larger than the predicted subgrain size.  This means that substructure will build 

up during deformation under these conditions and this will prevent the steady-state 

operation of the proposed deformation mechanism.  It is interesting to note that these 

points at larger grain sizes display higher flow stresses than predicted by the model and 

the experimentally observed softening takes place only for specimens where the grain 

sizes are in the range of the subgrain size or smaller.  Therefore, the drop in flow stress at 
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grain sizes smaller than the subgrain size is additional supporting evidence that different 

deformation mechanisms are operational in the regions above and below the subgrain 

size.   

The present model also predicts an inverse Hall-Petch behavior in zinc at room 

temperature for grain sizes smaller than ~1 µm but with the transition grain size dependent 

on the strain rate.  In practice, it is difficult to evaluate this prediction using experimental 

results available for pure zinc because the metal undergoes grain growth at room 

temperature and this is similar to other low melting point metals [85].  By contrast, grain 

growth is limited in Zn-Al alloys due to the presence of the Al phase and therefore Fig. 6 

shows, for a strain rate of 10-4 s-1 and temperature of 300 K, a plot of stress against grain 

size for pure Zn.  Also included in Fig. 6 as a dashed line are the predictions of the model 

based on the limiting grain size together with experimental points for the Zn-22% Al 

eutectoid alloy tested under these conditions where the stress was estimated as Hv/3 and 

Hv is the reported Vickers microhardness [86].  Thus, there is a prediction of grain 

refinement softening in pure Zn and this is consistent with experimental data reported, 

under the same conditions of temperature and strain rate, for the Zn-22% Al alloy.  

4.4        Predictions for the strain rate sensitivity 

It is now well established that an enhanced strain rate sensitivity is advantageous 

for materials processed by severe plastic deformation.  Thus, early reports showed that 

pure copper [46, 87] and pure titanium [87], processed by ECAP and HPT, respectively, 

both exhibited high elongations in tension due to their increased values for the strain rate 

sensitivity.  The present model predicts this effect.   

Thus, Fig. 7 shows the predicted strain rate sensitivity, m, at room temperature for 

copper with grain sizes from 0.1 to 1.0 µm plotted as a function of stress.  A high strain 

rate sensitivity of 0.5 is predicted at low stresses which agrees with the predicted value 
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for high temperature grain boundary sliding but this value decreases with increasing 

stress.  These plots show that the occurrence of grain refinement displaces the curves and 

thereby extends the region of high strain rate sensitivity to higher values of stresses.  This 

means that the refining of grains by SPD will increase the measured value of m.  The 

values of m reported from experiments for grain sizes of ~0.3 µm [46] and ~0.1 µm [87] 

are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the stresses at which these values were recorded and 

this demonstrates very good agreement with the theoretical predictions.   

The model predicts that the strain rate sensitivity also increases with increasing 

temperature. Thus, provided the grain size is stable, there will be a higher strain rate 

sensitivity at higher temperatures leading ultimately to values of m   0.5 which are 

associated with the occurrence of conventional superplasticity [88].  

The model also predicts that the increase in room temperature strain rate 

sensitivity due to grain refinement is more evident in materials having lower melting 

temperatures such as aluminum, magnesium and zinc.  In fact, strain rate sensitivities of 

0.2 and larger have been reported in these materials [23, 89-91] and this is attributed to 

higher grain boundary diffusion coefficients and, consequently, larger contributions of 

diffusion to the deformation.  

Figure 8 shows plots of stress versus strain rate at 300 K for (a) Zn and (b) Al 

together with experimental data [29, 91] where the prediction for zinc is compared to 

results for the Zn-22% Al alloy due to the occurrence of grain growth in pure zinc at room 

temperature.   

Inspection of Fig. 8(a) shows there is excellent agreement between the model and 

the experimental results both in terms of the level of the flow stress and the slope of the 

curve for Zn.  Thus, a strain rate sensitivity in the range of ~0.2  0.3 is predicted by the 
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model for strain rates in the  range of 10-4  10-3 s-1
 and this is consistent with the 

experimental results where there was a value of m  0.226 [91].  

In Fig. 8(b) there is also a good agreement between the level of the flow stress and 

the predicted strain rate sensitivity of m ≈ 0.03 with experimental data for pure aluminum 

having a grain size of ~1.2 µm where the experiments revealed an activation energy of 

~87 kJ/mol during the testing of this material [29].  This activation energy is close to the 

anticipated value of ~84 kJ/mol for grain boundary diffusion in aluminum which supports 

the assumption in the present model that grain boundary diffusion is the rate-controlling 

diffusion mechanism.  Figure 8(b) shows also experimental data reported for an Al-30% 

Zn alloy with a finer grain size of ~0.38 µm where there was a reduced activation energy 

of ~65 kJ/mol [29].  Again both the finer grain size and the reduced activation energy 

tend to increase the slope of the stress versus strain rate curves in the present model and 

there is again an excellent agreement between the predictions of the model and the 

experimental data.  This increased slope is associated with an increased strain rate 

sensitivity and the model specifically predicts a value of m in the range of ~0.3  0.1 in 

the strain rate range of 10-4  10-2 s-1 where the experimental measurements give a value 

of m  0.22 [29].  

Additionally, a recent report documented a further grain refinement to a value of 

~0.28 μm in a similar Al-30% Zn alloy after larger numbers of turns in HPT processing 

[89].  According to the predictions of the present model, this additional decrease in grain 

size will increase the strain rate sensitivity to ~0.36 at a strain rate of 10-4 s-1 and this is 

in good agreement with experiments which revealed a strain rate sensitivity of ~0.41 in 

the vicinity of this strain rate [89].  It is important to note also that this remarkable increase 

in m led to a superplastic elongation of >400% at room temperature in this material [89] 

and this is similar to the report of a tensile elongation of 440% in an Mg-8% Li alloy at 
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room temperature when the strain rate sensitivity was m  0.37 and the measured grain 

size was ~240  100 nm after HPT through 200 turns [90].  

A pronounced increase in the strain rate sensitivity is also observed in fine-grained 

pure magnesium tested at low strain rates and this effect is associated with an exceptional 

increase in ductility in this material [15, 23, 92].  It is important to note that experiments 

revealed a reduced activation energy of ~75 kJ/mol in this condition [15, 23].  Thus, the 

model predicts strain rate sensitivities of ~0.2 and larger for ultrafine-grained magnesium 

at low strain rates and this agrees with experimental observations. However, the predicted 

level of flow stress for magnesium is lower than the values observed experimentally and 

this is attributed to the presence of a threshold stress in this material.  The significance of 

threshold stresses in these materials is discussed in the following section. 

5. Significance of a threshold stress  

The present model predicts that the flow stress is inversely proportional to the 

square root of the grain size during the low temperature deformation of coarse-grained 

materials and this is directly analogous to the well-established Hall-Petch relationship 

with the exception that this latter relationship also incorporates a threshold stress.  Thus, 

the correlation between flow stress and grain size predicted for some pure metals agrees 

well with experimental data as shown in Fig. 2.  However, experimental data shows that 

plots of σ as a function of d-0.5 for iron [57] and titanium [93] follow trend lines that 

intersect the stress axis at a positive stress.  This suggests that lattice friction may increase 

the stress required for deformation and this effect is then modeled by incorporating a 

threshold stress, σ0.  This means that eqs. (6) and (7) are re-written in the form  

𝜀̇ ≈
10𝛿𝐷𝑔𝑏

𝑑3 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
2𝑑(𝜎−𝜎0)2𝑏2

3𝐺𝑘𝑇
) − 1]    (9) 

and 
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𝜎 ≈ 𝜎0 + √
3𝐺𝑘𝑇

2𝑑𝑏2 𝑙𝑛 (
̇ 𝑑3

10𝛿𝐷𝑔𝑏
+ 1)     (10) 

Figure 9 shows the predicted variation of the flow stress as a function of the 

inverse of the square root of the grain size with the incorporation of a threshold stress for 

the three pure metals of (a) Fe, (b) Ti and (c) Al.  Experimental data are also included in 

Fig. 9 for (a) Fe [52-57, 94, 95], (b) Ti (grades 1, 2 and 3 and Ti-6Al-4V) [96-114] and 

(c) Al (pure Al [35-41] and Al-Mg [115-117] alloys) where the threshold stress was based 

on the value reported for iron [94] and on a best fit to the data for Ti and Al.  It is observed 

that the model predicts an almost linear relationship between σ and d-0.5 but there is a 

small decrease in slope with decreasing grain size which is associated with the enhanced 

contribution of grain boundary sliding to the overall strain rate and the associated decrease 

in the climb distance.   

The slopes of the curves in Fig. 9 display very good agreement with the 

experimental data for all materials and it is interesting to note that, although the model 

was derived specifically for grains smaller than the subgrain size, the slope predicted for 

coarse grains also agrees well with the experimental data.  Thus, slopes of ~600 MPa 

µm-0.5 and ~560 MPa µm-0.5 are predicted for grains >1 µm in γ-Fe and α-Fe, respectively. 

A comparison of the experimental data for bulk iron (b.c.c., α-Fe ) fabricated from 

powders and austenitic stainless steel (f.c.c., γ-Fe) indicates that the Hall-Petch 

coefficients in iron are essentially identical regardless of whether the crystal structure is 

b.c.c. or f.c.c. and with a slope of ~600 MPa µm-0.5 [94].  The present model predicts 

almost identical behavior for both crystal structures and shows very good agreement with 

the slopes determined experimentally even though the input parameters of the Burgers 

vector modulus, the shear modulus and the grain boundary diffusion coefficient are 

different for the two crystal structures of γ-Fe and α-Fe.   
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It is important to note that the input for the model is based on the physical 

parameters of the pure metals and this does not include the effect of alloying elements.  

In practice, the presence of impurities can increase the stress required for dislocation glide 

and climb and this effect may also be modeled through the incorporation of a threshold 

stress.  For example, the slope reported for the Ti-6% Al-4% V alloy agrees with the 

present model and the data fit a threshold stress of ~700 MPa which is higher than the 

stress observed in pure Ti.  Furthermore, experimental data for pure aluminum and Al-

Mg alloys both follow a Hall-Petch relationship with similar slopes but the Al-Mg alloys 

exhibit higher flow stresses [118]. Therefore, Fig. 9(c) also shows the relationship 

between σ and d-0.5 predicted by the model for Al with (upper line) and without (lower 

line) a threshold stress.  Again there is good agreement between the experimental data 

and the model and the experimental results for the coarser grains are also consistent with 

the model except for a slight disagreement at very small grain sizes in the Al-Mg alloys. 

All of the experimental data were obtained from samples processed by SPD and it is 

known that segregation of Mg occurs along the grain boundaries of Al at large total 

strains.  Thus, the small increase in flow stress at these small grain sizes is probably 

associated with the presence of grain boundary segregation that has increased the 

threshold stress [119-122].  

A recent report documented an inverse Hall-Petch behavior in a magnesium AZ91 

alloy and in an AZ91-1% Al2O3 composite at grain sizes smaller than ~0.1 μm and this 

effect was attributed to an enhanced contribution from a diffusion-assisted creep 

mechanism [123].  However, the measured strain rate sensitivity was significantly lower 

than predicted either by Coble creep or by high temperature grain boundary sliding.  Also, 

a change in slope in the Hall-Petch behavior was observed at grains smaller than ~1 μm 

and this effect is not directly explained by the advent of diffusion creep.   
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Nevertheless, despite this apparent dichotomy, all of these effects, including the 

change in slope at grains of ~1 μm, the inverse Hall-Petch behavior and the values of the 

strain rate sensitivity, are predicted by the present model for pure magnesium when 

considering a threshold stress of 200 MPa.  Thus, Fig. 10(a) shows the predicted flow 

stress plotted as a function of the grain size at grain sizes smaller than a few microns using 

a threshold stress of 200 MPa, experimental data for the AZ91 alloy [123-132] and the 

empirical Hall-Petch prediction.  It is readily apparent that the theoretical model predicts 

a slope which is smaller than observed in the empirical Hall-Petch curve and the high 

slope in the Hall-Petch curve is attributed to the occurrence of twinning in the coarser-

grained magnesium.  At grain sizes smaller than ~1 μm there is a change in slope in the 

experimental data and this demonstrates a good agreement with the present model thereby 

suggesting that the proposed deformation mechanism takes place in fine-grained 

magnesium.  

In this connection it is important to note that the present deformation mechanism is 

expected to be rate-controlling only at grain sizes smaller than the equilibrium subgrain 

size.  Therefore, the predicted subgrain size in Mg is also plotted in Fig. 10(a) as the 

dashed line lying at an angle to the experimental data and this prediction intersects the 

curve of flow stress at a grain size of ~0.3 µm.  Thus, the change in slope observed in the 

experimental data correctly occurs when the grain size approaches the subgrain size and 

this supports the proposal that a different deformation mechanism then becomes 

operational.  An inverse Hall-Petch behavior is predicted at grain sizes smaller than ~100 

nm for a strain-rate of 10-4 s-1 and this also agrees with the experimental data. 

Finally, it is important to note that the incorporation of a threshold stress into the 

theoretical model reduces the predicted strain rate sensitivity.  In order to illustrate this 

effect, Fig. 10(b) shows the predicted flow stress for Mg with a grain size of 80 nm plotted 
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as a function of the strain rate without a threshold stress (lower dashed line) and when a 

threshold stress of 200 MPa is incorporated in the model (upper solid line) and it is clear 

that the slope is reduced in the latter plot.  In practice, experimental data reported for an 

AZ91-1% Al2O3 composite processed by HPT with a grain size of ~80 nm [123] is also 

plotted and these results show very good agreement with the prediction when the 

threshold stress is included.   

6.    High temperature behavior 

Increasing the testing temperature reduces the flow stress of metallic materials and 

this agrees with the prediction from the present model. Furthermore, the model predicts 

a decrease in the slope of the Hall-Petch plots and an increase in the strain rate sensitivity 

with increasing temperature and these predictions are in agreement with experimental 

observations. For example, Fig. 11 shows experimental data for the yield stress of type 

316L austenitic stainless steel at three different temperatures plotted as a function of the 

inverse of the grain size where the spatial grain size was determined as d = 1.7 × �̅�, where 

�̅� is the mean linear intercept length [95]. It is apparent that the slope decreases at higher 

temperatures and the predictions from the model, as shown by the solid lines, are in good 

agreement with the experimental data. It is worth noting also that the threshold stress 

decreases at high temperatures but is essentially the same at 673 and 873 K.  

The trend of a decrease in the H-P slope with an increase in temperature was also 

reported in magnesium [133] and the predicted slope agrees with experimental data at 

temperatures higher than ~373 K. Magnesium and magnesium alloys exhibit significant 

twinning in samples with coarse grain sizes and when testing at low temperatures this 

twinning is associated with a higher H-P slope [134]. However, as the grain size decreases 

and/or the temperature increases, the deformation becomes slip-controlled and the 

experimental data then agree with the present model. For example, it was shown that the 
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predicted slope agrees with experimental data for a magnesium AZ91 alloy with fine grain 

sizes at room temperature as illustrated in Fig. 10. Figure 12 shows experimental data of 

the flow stress for a magnesium AZ31 alloy at different temperatures plotted as a function 

of the inverse of the square root of the grain size with the grain size again determined as 

d = 1.7 × 𝐿 ̅[134]. It is seen that the model agrees with the data for high temperature 

deformation and the same result is observed for a similar alloy tested in tension at 

different temperatures [135]. 

In addition to the decrease in flow stress and in the H-P slope with increasing 

temperature, an increase in strain rate sensitivity is also generally observed.  In fact, a 

strain rate sensitivity of ~0.5, which is associated with superplasticity [88, 136], may be 

observed in specific strain rate ranges in fine-grained metallic materials at high 

temperatures. The present model specifically predicts this trend since it incorporates the 

model for superplastic deformation [19].  

It has been shown that the model for superplasticity, in which the rate-controlling 

mechanism is grain boundary sliding, agrees with experimental data [137-141] and there 

are several comprehensive summaries of the data [142-144]. Accordingly, Fig. 13(a) 

shows the flow stress observed in a fine-grained aluminum alloy tested at different 

temperatures and plotted as a function of strain rate [118] together with the predictions 

from the model shown as solid lines. The predicted strain rate sensitivity, m, is also plotted 

as a function of strain rate in Fig. 13(b). The agreement between the experimental data 

and the model is excellent in the plot of flow stress versus strain rate and both the 

experimental results and the model display a continuous curve with reduced slope at room 

temperature and a sigmoidal-shaped curve for the strain rate sensitivity and three distinct 

regions at high temperatures.   
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A sigmoidal shape of the type shown in Fig. 13(b) is consistent with experimental 

data in superplastic metals [145, 146] and it may be explained as follows. The 

deformation rate is controlled by the rate of diffusion of defects created by dislocation 

climb at the head of the pile-up. As the strain rate decreases, the rate of defect generation 

also decreases and moves toward the condition of thermal equilibrium. In this condition, 

the approximation described in eq. 3 becomes valid and the strain rate sensitivity tends to 

0.5 [19]. Therefore, an increase in the strain rate sensitivity is expected with decreasing 

strain rate and similarly there is a decrease in m at high strain rates. The decrease in m at 

very low stresses is associated with the presence of threshold stress and a simple 

procedure is now available for estimating and interpreting the magnitude of the threshold 

stress under high temperature creep conditions [147, 148]. Experiments have shown that 

this threshold stress is associated with the presence of impurity atoms in the grain 

boundaries which, following Fig. 1, impede the climb of extrinsic dislocations into and 

along the opposite boundaries. This interpretation is confirmed by direct experimental 

evidence showing that the region of high strain rate sensitivity at intermediate stresses 

may be extended to very low stresses in materials of exceptionally high purity, thereby 

negating the region of low m which is generally observed at the lowest experimental strain 

rates [149, 150].  

In practice, it is now established that grain boundary sliding is the rate-controlling 

mechanism associated with superplasticity [151] and this is related to a strain rate 

sensitivity of ~0.5 and elongations in tension of over ~400% [88, 136]. By contrast, when 

the rate-controlling flow process is viscous glide at high temperatures, as when 

dislocations drag solute atmospheres during glide in solid solution alloys, the strain rate 

sensitivity is m  0.33 and there is enhanced ductility but with total elongations that may 

be up to but only slightly larger than 300% [152, 153]. This latter behavior is not an 
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example of true superplasticity and instead it represents the principle of the so-called 

Quick Plastic Forming (QPF) technology which is employed as a hot blow-forming 

process in the production of aluminum panels for use in automotive applications [154].    

In practice, the fabrication of ultrafine-grained metals using SPD processing presents 

new opportunities for making use of superplastic forming in industrial applications [155] 

and these opportunities are based primarily on the occurrence of superplastic flow at 

higher strain rates when the grain size is reduced [156, 157].  For example, industrial 

superplastic forming is generally conducted at strain rates of ~10-3 – 10-2 s-1 which 

requires a  typical forming time for sheet metals of ~20 – 30 minutes [158] whereas the 

ultrafine grains produced by SPD processing give excellent superplastic behavior at strain 

rates of ~10-2 – 1 s-1 and this provides the potential for using forming time of <60 seconds. 

High elongations of >300% associated with moderate strain rate sensitivities of ~0.2 

~ 0.3 have been reported in magnesium alloys processed by SPD and tested at moderate 

temperatures [159-163]. As already noted, the traditional grain boundary sliding 

mechanism [19] predicts a gradual decrease in strain rate sensitivity with increasing strain 

rate and/or due to the presence of a significant threshold stress. Figure 14 shows the 

prediction of flow stress and strain rate sensitivity as a function of strain rate for the fine-

grained magnesium AZ31 alloy at 423 K together with experimental values of the flow 

stress determined for the alloy [160, 162]. A grain size of 1 μm was estimated for the 

AZ31 alloy processed by HPT and heated to 423 K [164]. Thus, a sigmoidal-shaped curve 

is predicted by the model and this is associated with a peak strain rate sensitivity of m   

0.2 at ~10-4 s-1. This means that, although the condition for superplasticity of m ≈ 0.5 is 

not met under these conditions, a reasonably high strain rate sensitivity develops in this 

fine-grained magnesium alloy and this is associated with good ductilities at this testing 

temperature.  
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7. Comparison between experimental data and the model for a wide range of 

metals 

It is shown in this report that the model proposed for flow behavior agrees well with 

experimental data for several different metals and alloys. However, in order to more fully 

clarify the validity of the model, it is important to establish a detailed comparison between 

the measured experimental flow stresses and the flow stresses predicted by the model. 

Figure 15 shows the values of the flow stress determined experimentally and then 

plotted as a function of the flow stress predicted by the present model.  This plot contains 

data from a very wide range of different metals and alloys with over three orders of 

magnitude of grain sizes and strain rates and various testing temperatures.  The input 

parameters for the model are summarized in detail in Table 2 with the appropriate 

references which are given here: Al [29, 35-41, 115, 116, 118], Cu [18, 22, 42-51, 165], 

Fe (α) [52-58, 166], Fe (α+γ) [167], Fe (γ) [94, 95], Mg [23, 123, 133-135, 137, 140, 141, 

159, 160, 162, 168], Ni [14, 59-62], Ti [96-114, 169] and Zn [86, 91, 170-172].  A strain 

rate of 10-4 s-1 was taken when using experimental results from microhardness 

investigations.  

In constructing Fig. 15, it is important to emphasize that the various experimental 

results may be subjected to significant inaccuracies.  Thus, there are many reports 

documenting a broad distribution of grain sizes, such as in gradient materials [173], and 

grain shapes which often makes it difficult to determine a value for a critical estimate of 

the deformation behavior.  Also, it is known that the value of the grain size is dependent 

upon the method used in the measurement.  Therefore, the results are plotted using the 

reported value for the grain size unless there was a clear specification of measuring the 

mean linear intercept grain size, �̅�.  For the latter examples, the spatial grain size was then 

estimated as d = 1.7 × �̅�.  The yield stress is also subject to inaccuracy since the transition 
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from elastic to plastic behavior is not always clearly defined in many experimental 

situations, especially when extensometers are not used and the tests are conducted on 

miniature specimens and/or at high temperatures.  

Notwithstanding the difficulties associated with scatter in the experimental data, an 

examination of Fig. 15 shows that the agreement between the experiments and the 

theoretical model is remarkably good with all datum points, for eight different materials, 

lying on or about the prediction from the model. This is a significant result because the 

input parameters used in the analyses are not adjustable except only for the possible 

presence of a threshold stress in some of the experiments. However, even the values of 

the threshold stresses are generally in agreement with the experimental observations. 

Also, there is a decrease in threshold stress with increasing temperature and decreasing 

strain rate and this leads to a very minor contribution from the threshold stress at the 

higher temperatures and in low strain rate deformation. One parameter also affecting the 

effectiveness of the present model is the presence and occurrence of twins. It was noted 

earlier that the present model does not agree well with experimental data for magnesium 

under conditions where twinning is significant but nevertheless the model agrees well 

with data for fine-grained magnesium and at high temperatures where twinning is absent.  

It is important to note also the experimental observation of higher experimental 

flow stresses than predicted in Al-Mg alloys processed by HPT [115, 117].  It is now 

known that a segregation of impurity atoms may take place along grain boundaries after 

severe plastic deformation [174-178] and this effect is readily observed in Al-Mg alloys 

[119, 179, 180].  Thus, the apparent disagreement between experimental data and the 

model in this case provides supporting evidence in favor of the present model.  The reason 

is because the segregation increases the concentration of Mg atoms along the Al grain 

boundaries and this will increase the resistance to grain boundary sliding in these areas 
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and thereby increase the threshold stress.  This means in practice that the value used as a 

threshold stress for the solid solution alloy should increase in the presence of impurity 

segregation along the grain boundaries.  

8. Summary and conclusions 

 A comprehensive model for the deformation behavior of metals is proposed based on 

grain boundary sliding through dislocation glide. The rate of dislocation climb at the 

head of a pile-up is considered as the rate-controlling mechanism where this is 

analogous to the conventional deformation mechanism for high temperature grain 

boundary sliding [19] which is associated with superplasticity. 

 The model predicts a steady-state deformation for fine-grained materials in which the 

grain size is smaller than the stable sub-grain size and there is no strain hardening. 

Nevertheless, the model also predicts well the yield stress of coarse-grained metals 

when no substructure is present.  

 The model is capable of predicting the flow stress, strain rate and strain rate sensitivity 

for pure metals using basic metal properties such as the shear modulus, the Burgers 

vector modulus and the grain boundary diffusion coefficient. The incorporation of a 

threshold stress improves the agreement with experimental data for some metals and 

alloys. 

 There is a very good agreement between the present model and published experimental 

data for a range of different metals including aluminum, copper, iron (b.c.c. and f.c.c.), 

magnesium, nickel, titanium and zinc and some alloys covering over 3 orders of 

magnitude of grain sizes and with the experiments conducted at different strain rates 

and temperatures.  

 There is a good agreement between the predicted slope, at different temperatures, in 

the relationship between the flow stress and the grain size for a broad range of grain 
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sizes. This result shows that the mechanism provides an estimation of the Hall-Petch 

slope for different materials.  

 The model predicts several experimentally-observed effects such as a stable grain size 

after HPT processing, an inverse Hall-Petch behavior and an increase in the strain rate 

sensitivity in different metals.  
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Figure captions: 

 

Figure 1 – Illustration of the deformation mechanism. 

Figure 2 – Flow stress plotted as a function of grain size for different metals. 

Experimental data for Al [35-41], Cu [18, 22, 42-51], Fe [52-58] and Ni [14, 59-62]  are 

also included. 

Figure 3 – Predicted flow stress as a function of grain size for Al, Cu, Fe and Mg. 

Figure 4 – Stress as a function of grain size for copper deformed at different 

temperatures. 

Figure 5 – Flow stress plotted as a function of grain size for magnesium tested at room 

temperature. Experimental data [15, 23, 80, 84] are also shown. 

Figure 6 – Prediction of stress vs grain size for pure zinc and experimental data for a 

Zn-22% Al alloy [86]. 

Figure 7 – Strain rate sensitivity, m, plotted as a function of stress for copper. 

Experimental data [46, 87] are also plotted. 

Figure 8 – Flow stress plotted as a function of strain rate for (a) zinc and (b) aluminum. 

Experimental data [29, 91] are also shown. 

Figure 9 – Flow stress plotted as a function of the inverse of the square root of the grain 

size for (a) iron, (b) titanium and (c) aluminum. Experimental data for Fe [52-57, 94, 

95], Ti (grades 1, 2 and 3) and Ti-6Al-4V   [96-114], Al [35-41] and Al-Mg [115-117]  

are also plotted. 

Figure 10 – Flow stress of magnesium with a threshold stress plotted as a function of (a) 

the grain size and (b) the strain rate. Experimental data for the AZ91 alloy [123-132] is 

also shown. 

Figure 11 – Flow stress plotted as a function of the inverse of the square root of the 

grain size of γ-Fe at different temperatures. Experimental data for 316L austenitic 

stainless steel [95] are also plotted.  

Figure 12 – Flow stress plotted as a function of the inverse of the square root of the 

grain size of Mg at different temperatures. Experimental data for AZ31 alloy [134] are 

also shown.   

Figure 13 – (a) Flow stress and (b) strain-rate sensitivity plotted as a function of the 

strain rate for aluminum tested at different temperatures. Experimental data for an Al-

Mg-Sc alloy [118] is also shown.  
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Figure 14 – Flow stress and strain rate sensitivity plotted as a function of strain rate for 

magnesium at 423 K. Experimental data for the AZ31 alloy [160, 162] are also shown 

for comparison.  

Figure 15 – Flow stress determined experimentally plotted as a function of the 

predictions by the model for different materials. Experimental data for Al [29, 35-41, 

115, 116, 118], Cu [18, 22, 42-51, 165], Fe (α) [52-58, 166], Fe (α+γ) [167], Fe (γ) [94, 

95], Mg [23, 123, 133-135, 137, 140, 141, 159, 160, 162, 168], Ni [14, 59-62], Ti [96-

114, 169] and Zn [86, 91, 170-172]. 
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Figure 2 – Flow stress plotted as a function of grain size for different metals. 

Experimental data for Al [35-41], Cu [18, 22, 42-51], Fe [52-58] and Ni [14, 59-62]  are 

also included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3 – Predicted flow stress as a function of grain size for Al, Cu, Fe and Mg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4 – Stress as a function of grain size for copper deformed at different 

temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 5 – Flow stress plotted as a function of grain size for magnesium tested at room 

temperature. Experimental data [15, 23, 80, 84] are also shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6 – Prediction of stress vs grain size for pure zinc and experimental data for a 

Zn-22% Al alloy [86]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 7 – Strain rate sensitivity, m, plotted as a function of stress for copper. 

Experimental data [46, 87] are also plotted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(a)   

(b)   

Figure 8 – Flow stress plotted as a function of strain rate for (a) zinc and (b) aluminum. 

Experimental data [29, 91] are also shown. 

 

 

 

 



(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 9 – Flow stress plotted as a function of the inverse of the square root of the grain 

size for (a) iron, (b) titanium and (c) aluminum. Experimental data for Fe [52-57, 94, 

95], Ti (grades 1, 2 and 3) and Ti-6Al-4V   [96-114], Al [35-41] and Al-Mg [115-117]  

are also plotted. 



(a)  

(b)  

Figure 10 – Flow stress of magnesium with a threshold stress plotted as a function of (a) 

the grain size and (b) the strain rate. Experimental data for the AZ91 alloy [123-132] is 

also shown. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 11 – Flow stress plotted as a function of the inverse of the square root of the 

grain size of γ-Fe at different temperatures. Experimental data for 316L austenitic 

stainless steel [95] are also plotted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 12 – Flow stress plotted as a function of the inverse of the square root of the 

grain size of Mg at different temperatures. Experimental data for AZ31 alloy [134] are 

also shown.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 13 – (a) Flow stress and (b) strain-rate sensitivity plotted as a function of the 

strain rate for aluminum tested at different temperatures. Experimental data for an Al-

Mg-Sc alloy [118] is also shown. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 14 – Flow stress and strain rate sensitivity plotted as a function of strain rate for 

magnesium at 423 K. Experimental data for the AZ31 alloy [160, 162] are also shown 

for comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 15 – Flow stress determined experimentally plotted as a function of the 

predictions by the model for different materials. Experimental data for Al [29, 35-41, 

115, 116, 118], Cu [18, 22, 42-51, 165], Fe (α) [52-58, 166], Fe (α+γ) [167], Fe (γ) [94, 

95], Mg [23, 123, 133-135, 137, 140, 141, 159, 160, 162, 168], Ni [14, 59-62], Ti [96-

114, 169] and Zn [86, 91, 170-172]. 

 

 

 



Table 1 – Summary of parameters used in the model. 

Material b (nm) G (MPa) * Grain boundary diffusion 

δD0 (m
3/s) Qgb (kJ/mol) 

Aluminum 0.286 29500 – 13.6 × T 5 × 10-14 84** 

Copper 0.256 47100 – 16.7 × T 5 × 10-15 104 

Iron (α) 0.248 72600 – 28.7 × T 1.1 × 10-12 174 

Iron (γ) 0.258 93200 – 40.7 × T 7.5 × 10-14 159 

Magnesium 0.320 19200 – 8.8 × T 5 × 10-12 92** 

Nickel 0.249 87700 – 29.3 × T 3.5 × 10-15 115 

Titanium (α) 0.295 51700 – 27.0 × T 3.6 × 10-16 97 

Zinc 0.267 60000 – 35.6 × T 1.3 × 10-14 60.5 

* considering T as the absolute temperature in K. 

** values of activation energy determined in experiments were also considered.  
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Table 2 – Summary of experimental data used to validate the model. 

Material d (μm) T (K) 𝜀̇ (s-1) Type of test σ0 (MPa) Ref. 

Al 0.2 ~ 15 300 8.3×10-4 Tension /  Hardness - Tsuji et al. [35] 

Al 0.16/ 0.38 300 10-4 Hardness - Edalati et al. [36] 

Al 0.6 ~ 23 300 3.3 × 10-4 Tension - Horita et al. [37] 

Al 0.104 ~ 1 300 10-4 Hardness - Bachmaier and Pippan [38] 

Al 0.44 ~ 0.78 300 10-3 Tension - Chen et al. [39] 

Al 0.116 ~ 0.179 300 10-3 Tension - Haves et al. [40] 

Al-GNP 0.07/ 0.155 300 10-3 Tension/ Hardness - Huang et al. [41] 

Al 1.2 300 10-4 ~ 2 × 10-2 Dynamic hardness - Chinh et al. [29] 

Al-Zn 0.38 300 6 × 10-5 ~ 2 × 10-2 Dynamic hardness - Chinh et al. [29] 

Al-Mg 0.1 ~ 170 300 10-4 Hardness 100 Furukawa et al. [115] 

Al-Mg 0.2 ~ 300 300 4 × 10-4 Tension 100 Hayes et al. [116] 

Al-Mg-Sc 0.7 ~ 1.0 298 / 523 / 

673 

3.3 × 10-4 ~ 4 × 103 Tension / Compression 2 / 10 / 

250 

Pereira et al. [118] 

Cu 0.37 300 10-4 Hardness - Valiev et al. [18] 



Cu-CNT / Cu 0.074 / 0.173 300 10-4 Hardness - Jenei et al. [42] 

Cu 0.16 / 0.215 300 10-4 Hardness - Gubicza et al. [43] 

Cu 0.31 300 10-4 Hardness - Zhilyaev et al. [44] 

Cu 0.28 / 0.37 300 10-4 Hardness - Almazrouee et al. [45] 

Cu 0.21 ~ 0.5 300 10-4 Tension - Wang and Ma [46] 

Cu 0.14 300 10-4 Hardness - Horita and Langdon [47] 

Cu 0.14 300 10-4 Hardness - An et al. [48] 

Cu 0.21/ 30 300 10-3 Compression - Valiev et al. [22] 

Cu 5.6 ~ 88 300 3 × 10-4 Tension - Flinn et al. [49] 

Cu 0.2 ~ 4.2 300 8.3 × 10-4 Tension - Tian et al. [50] 

Cu 0.24 ~ 1.4 300 10-4 Hardness - Schafler and Kerber [51] 

Cu-Zn-Zr 1 673 10-4 ~ 10-1 Tension - Neishi et al. [165] 

Fe (α) 0.2 300 10-4 Hardness 100 Edalati et al. [52] 

Fe (α) 0.25 300 10-4 Hardness 100 Wetscher et al. [53] 

Fe (α) 0.1 300 10-4 Hardness 100 Valiev et al. [54] 

Fe (α) 0.3 ~ 5 300 10-4 Hardness 100 Hohenwarter et al. [55] 



Fe (α) 0.36 / 70 300 5.5 × 10-4 Tension 100 Muñoz et al. [56] 

Fe (α) 0.11 ~ 140 300 3.3 × 10-3 Tension / Hardness 100 Tejedor et al. [57] 

Fe (α) ~0.02 300 10-4 Hardness 100 Borchers et al. [58] 

Fe (α) 0.46 ~ 8.0 300 10-3 Compression 100 Batista et al. [166] 

Fe (α+γ) 5 1063 2.4 × 10-5 ~1 × 10-3 Tension - Matsumura and Tokizane 

[167] 

Fe (γ) 3 ~ 87 298 ~ 973 10-4 Tension 100 / 70 Kashyap and Tangri [95] 

Fe (γ) 0.5 ~ 33 300 10-4 Tension 100 Takaki et al. [94] 

Mg 0.5 300 10-5 ~ 10-1 Tension 20 Figueiredo et al. [23] 

Mg 43 ~ 172 423 / 473 / 

523 

1.7 × 10-4 Tension 20 / 10 / 0 Ono et al. [133] 

Mg (AZ91 + 

Al2O3) 

0.08 300 4 × 10-6 ~ 1 × 10-4 Dynamic hardness 200 Castro et al. [123] 

Mg (AZ91)  1.3 ~ 9.6 423 / 523 / 

623 

1 × 10-5 ~ 1 × 10-1 Tension 10 / 0 / 0 Figueiredo and Langdon 

[141] 



Mg (AZ31) 12 ~ 27 573 / 623 / 

673 

5.8 × 10-7 ~ 3.6 × 10-4 Double shear creep - Figueiredo and Langdon 

[140] 

Mg (AZ31) 10.3 623 / 673 3.3 × 10-5 ~ 10-3 Tension - Figueiredo and Langdon 

[137] 

Mg (AZ31) 1 * 423 10-4 ~ 10-2 Tension 20 Xu et al. [160] 

Mg (AZ31) 1 * 423 10-5 ~ 10-2 Tension 20 Figueiredo et al. [162] 

Mg (AZ31) 1 423 10-4 ~ 10-2 Tension 20 Lin et al. [159] 

Mg (AZ31) 4.9 ~ 80 298/ 393/ 

453/ 513 

10-3 Tension 120/ 100/ 

70/ 60 

Atwell et al. [135] 

Mg (AZ31) 5.4 ~ 37 423/ 473 10-2 Compression 100/ 60 Barnett et al. [134] 

Mg (ZK60) ~1.4 450/ 473/ 

513 

10-5 ~ 10-2 Tension - Figueiredo and Langdon 

[168] 

Ni 0.2 ~ 5.9 300 10-4 Hardness - Zhang et al. [59] 

Ni 0.03 ~ 0.2 300 10-4 Hardness - Bachmaier et al. [60] 

Ni 0.021 / 0.105 300 5 × 10-5 Tension - Dalla Torre et al. [61] 

Ni 0.12 ~ 0.55 300 2 × 10-3 Tension - Krasilnikov et al. [14] 



Ni 0.02 ~ 21 300 10-4 Hardness - Hughes et al. [62] 

Ti 0.13/ 0.61/ 8.6 300 10-4 Hardness 250 Wang et al. [96] 

Ti 0.4/ 28 300 1.7 × 10-3 Tension 250 Zhao et al. [97] 

Ti 0.2 ~ 23 300 1.7 × 10-3 Tension 250 Zhao et al. [98] 

Ti 0.3 / 15 300 10-3 Tension 250 Ko et al. [99] 

Ti 0.12 ~ 110 300 5 × 10-4 Tension 250 Yapici et al. [100] 

Ti 0.19/ 0.45/ 45 300 10-3 Tension 250 Stolyarov et al. [101] 

Ti 0.96/ 41.6 300 10-3 * Tension 250 Kang and Kim [102] 

Ti 0.3 / 110 300 5 × 10-4 Tension 250 Purcek et al. [103] 

Ti 0.3 / 10 300 10-3 Tension 250 Zhang et al. [104] 

Ti 0.15 / 15 300 10-3 Tension 250 Sordi et al. [105] 

Ti 0.2/ 0.3/ 10 300 10-3 * Tension 250 Stolyarov et al. [106] 

Ti 0.12 300 10-3 Tension 250 Sergueeva et al. [107] 

Ti 0.26 ~ 10 300 10-3 Tension 250 Stolyarov et al. [108] 

Ti 0.12 300 3.3 × 10-3 Tension 250 Stolyarov et al. [109] 

Ti 0.17/ 0.28 300 3.3 × 10-3 Tension 250 Stolyarov et al. [110] 



Ti 0.35/ 15 300 10-3 * Tension 250 Sabirov et al. [111] 

Ti 0.2 / 23 300 10-3 * Tension/ Compression 250 Figueiredo et al. [112] 

Ti 0.1 ~ 1 300 10-4 Hardness 250 Salishchev et al. [113] 

Ti 0.8 ~ 4.76 300 10-3 Compression 250 Luo et al. [114] 

Ti-6Al-4V 0.3 ~ 17 300 8.3 × 10-4 Tension 700 Chong et al. [169] 

Zn-Al 0.35 300 1.2 × 10-4 ~ 10-3 Dynamic hardness - Kawasaki et al. [91] 

Zn-Al 0.35 ~ 0.7 300 10-4 Hardness - Kawasaki et al. [86] 

Zn-Al 0.54 300 10-4 ~ 100 Tension - Dermirtas et al. [170] 

Zn-Al 2 300 10-4 ~ 10-1 Tension - Dermirtas et al. [171] 

Zn-Al 1.87 300 8.5 × 10-5 ~ 1.7 × 10-2 Tension - Málek and Lukác [172] 

* Estimated value 

 

 




